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Baker Dearing Educational Trust and the UTCs we support, are pioneers of education
with business in mind. We have ten years of experience of encouraging industry input
into the curriculum. At UTCs students become familiar with sector-specific issues,
equipment and technology, which means that they make
intelligent onward choices and are work-ready on leaving
the UTC. A partnership with Baker Dearing and the UTCs
gives you the opportunity to have a demonstrable impact
on your local communities and upskill your workforce
at the same time.

Background

We recognise that businesses engage with education for a variety of reasons and that
the time and resources you allocate to schools need to result, in the longer term, in
added value to your business as much as to our students’ education. We have
considerable expertise now on the impact of employer input that can be harnessed to
develop a progressive programme of engagement which is tailored to the specific
objectives you outline.

This more scientific approach entails honing the quality, nature, effectiveness and
outcomes of activities rather than developing their number. We can ensure that your
employee time is spent on those activities that have been shown to yield the results you
seek in your named priority areas. And we can both measure the impact of this ensuring
that the programme stays dynamic and relevant.

Progressive engagement

– the campaign approach



Features

Access to the whole UTC network
47 UTCs across England
Specialisms in Engineering, Design, Digital Technology, Creative Media, Science,
Health & Construction
19000 students, rising to 25000 students by 2025, already interested in STEM and
being educated to be work-ready. 30% of these are girls.
A student population characterised by higher than the national average proportions
of SEND and BAME backgrounds and many from disadvantaged circumstances.
Further access to non-specialist and primary pupils around your local business units
via links with Multi-Academy Trusts (MATs)

Central account management
National overview of business activities and well-matched local relationships
Scalability
Best practice codified
Facilitation of local implementation of programmes
Employer impression management
Joint impact management via data and review against objectives

Added value
Tailored approach targeted for maximum impact against objectives
Evidence to support impact and enhanced social value
Employee development benefits
Employer brand benefits
A secure talent pipeline and early career recruitment support
The opportunity to harness the innovation and problem-solving skills of our students
for real world matters

Key Employer benefits
Pre-selection and mentoring of talented students
Publicity for career opportunities across the UTCs and their 40,000 alumni, including
access to specialist network meetings and webinars
Our pedagogical expertise to make your interventions most effective and memorable
for students
Networking opportunities with other key employers
Policy and political input and lobbying – locally and nationally

As a Key Employer we can offer you:



What next?

A strategy-sharing meeting to identify business objectives for engagement with
education and agree impact measures
Development of a tailored engagement campaign
Facilitation of mutual discovery sessions between local UTCs and business units
Collaboration on effective implementation
Regular monitoring and review 

Contact Baker Dearing to arrange:

For more information, contact:

Colleen Bower, Senior Advisor

cbower@utcolleges.org
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